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APIs, or application programming interfaces, 
have become foundational to how 
organizations streamline integration and 
build new applications. In essence, APIs are 
the connective tissue between different 
systems, data, and application layers.

Businesses used to have the luxury of weeks 
or months to hand-code unique integrations 
to create new applications. Those days 
are gone. Competition today demands 
faster development cycles with higher 
quality output. The ability of APIs to simplify 
interconnectivity has become vital as the 
demand for new digital applications grows.

In the rush to deliver new applications 
faster, quality can’t be overlooked. We 
run the risk of disappointing customers 
with unsatisfactory online experiences, 
or potentially fail our partners by 
creating APIs that make it difficult 
to integrate with your business.

This paper seeks to shed light on

| what goes into making an API “quality,” 

| what obstacles organizations run into 
and methods on solving them

| the different capabilities of tools
and how they can help

| what most API professionals 
are up against

| what solutions SmartBear approaches 
these issues with
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of API standardization. It consistently ranks as the top 

challenge organizations face as they attempt to scale API 

development.

One of the best practices to address standardization is to 

leverage a design standard like the OpenAPI Specification 

(OAS), formerly known as Swagger. OAS provides a 

standard, language-agnostic interface to RESTful APIs 

which allows humans and computers to discover the 

capabilities of the service without access to source code 

or traditional documentation.

Leveraging a standard for designing the API contract or 

definition is commonly referred to as taking a “design-first” 

approach. One will often see “design-first” contrasted with 

“code-first” as methods for designing APIs.

Quality Starts With Design

One can’t dismiss the importance of 

good API design. The benefits of a well-

designed API can have immediate impact on 

development, including improved developer 

experience, faster documentation, and 

ultimately, higher adoption for your API.

So, how does one define good API design?

In general, an effective API design will have the 

following characteristics:

| Ease of Use: A well-designed API will be easy 
to work with. Its resources and associated 
operations can be quickly memorized by 
developers who work with it constantly.

| Easy to Implement: Implementing and 
integrating with an API with good design is 
a straightforward process, making writing 
incorrect code less likely to occur. Well- 
designed APIs include informative feedback, 
and don’t enforce strict guidelines on the API’s 
end consumer.

| Complete and Concise: The ideal API design 
makes it possible for developers to create 
full- fledged applications against the data you 
expose. Completeness happens over time 
usually, and most developers incrementally 
build on top of existing APIs. It’s a goal that 

every engineer or company should strive for.

The Value of OpenAPI and 
“Design First”

The adoption and growth of APIs continues to 

grow exponentially, and with it, the challenge 

Which API technology challenges do you most hope to see solved 
in the near future? (Select all that apply)

The State of API 2020 Report, © 2020 SmartBear Software. All rights reserved
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What’s the difference with design- and 
code-first?

| The design-first approach advocates for designing 
the API’s contract first before writing any code.

| The code-first approach is a more 
traditional form of building APIs, with code 
development happening after the business 
requirements are laid out, eventually 

generating the documentation from code. 

There are pros and cons with both approaches, 

but leveraging an OpenAPI definition across your 

API lifecycle can bridge the gap between design 

and development teams. The OpenAPI definition 

can act as a blueprint that keeps all team members 

aligned on the API’s objectives, and can translate 

into improved efficiency as team members work in 

parallel on steps in design and testing.   

Taking APIs from design, to development, to delivery 

is an orchestration that involves multiple team 

members. Those working on multiple platforms and 

tools to support quality throughout the entire API 

lifecycle. In order to succeed in today’s competitive, 

intertwined business landscape, organizations must 

have an API strategy that provides developers with 

the flexibility to integrate ever-evolving internal 

and external environments, in the workflow of 

their choice. This is a big reason why choosing the 

right tool for the API lifecycle solution becomes 

important. For most teams, the API lifecycle looks 

something like the figure below.

At every phase of development – from design to testing, the right tools can optimize your API workflow.
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The Challenges of API Testing

API testing can be one of the most challenging 

parts of software and QA testing because APIs 

are complicated, and often based on protocols 

not encountered in other testing. In API testing, 

test data can be a significant challenge for QA. 

The inability to use live data sets or a production 

database hinders the ability to ascertain if the data 

calls are accurate. 

Test environments and availability pose 

another challenge. APIs can have a multitude of 

dependencies in complex organizations that make 

recreating the function and performance difficult. 

Lastly, chaining together end-to-end requests 

is complicated, and not easily done with a unit-

testing framework or a complex API framework 

driven by code.

For some testing scenarios, you may consider 

writing your own code and manually testing your 

API. Say, for exploratory testing, usability testing, or 

ad-hoc testing. But given the growth of API development, 

and the volume that testers see, automated testing is 

highly recommended. Particularly in the world of DevOps, 

Agile development, and continuous delivery cycles

How Automated API
Testing Helps

QA and testing teams face the daunting task of keeping 

up with the pace of application development and delivery.

Test automation provides multiple benefits to API testing 

teams in this situation, including:

| Faster development cycles: Drastically reduce the 
time spent in the testing phase of development, 
making testing part of the workflow, not a bottleneck. 

| Expanded test coverage: Build testing into your entire 
application to increase quality – all without increasing 
test time when it comes time to deploy.

| Faster time to resolution: Deliver instant feedback 
from test results to the development team to 

condense triaging time and enable faster bug fixes.
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API Testing: An Integrated 
Approach
The rapid pace of today’s delivery cycles 

requires development teams to create, 

manage, and execute automated testing 

across multiple areas – functional, security, and 

performance. In order to ensure API quality 

across multiple tests Agile and DevOps teams, 

should look for an integrated approach. 

The various stages of API testing can leverage 

one, centralized interface that enables teams to 

import OpenAPI definitions or WSDLs, testing 

and recording live API traffic, or virtualizing web 

services to remove pipeline dependencies.

An ideal API testing platform provides

capabilities for:

| API Functional Testing – Testers create 
comprehensive, data-driven functional API 
tests without the hassle of maintaining scripts. 

| API Performance Testing – Testers 
generate load, stress, and spike tests 
to validate whether the API can handle 
real world traffic conditions.

| API Security Testing – QA teams 
secure vulnerable APIs from XSS, 
malformed XML, SQL injections, and 
other threats with each deployment. 

| API and Web Virtualization – Removes 
dependencies in the testing pipeline by 
virtualizing RESTful, SOAP, TCP, JMS and other 
web services.

One of the most powerful approaches to API 

testing comes from leveraging the OpenAPI 

definition within your API. You can use it as 

the basis for creating reusable test cases with 

your automated testing tool. This approach allows 

the developer to start functional, security, and 

performance testing right from the OpenAPI Spec 

before a line of code is written.

SmartBear provides two of the industry-leading API 

design and testing tools – SwaggerHub and ReadyAPI 

– that combine to rapidly design your API, create, 

manage, and execute API tests in your continuous 

integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipeline.

Here are some scenarios where combined, the two 

products provide a API lifecycle solution to improve 

automation and efficiency.

Central Source of API 
Collaboration
How does one capture the knowledge of a team 

that’s continuously iterating and developing 

solutions? SwaggerHub acts as a single source of 

truth for API design. That is, enabling designers, 

developers, and testers to collaborate and 

use the OpenAPI definition to create mocks, 

virtualizations, and test cases to accomplish multiple 

tasks in parallel before the API is developed.  

| Functional or end-to-end testing tools 
can capture the API invocation flows 
via TestSuites and TestCases. 

| Teams can use SwaggerHub to coordinate 
changes to API definition, which enables testers 
using ReadyAPI to quickly refactor the test case 
without having to manually build new tests. 

| SwaggerHub is based on one of the largest 
open source ecosystems for developing API 
with OpenAPI. Teams can search SwaggerHub 
for relevant OpenAPI specifications, enabling 
testers in ReadyAPI to pull down the 

definition and quickly create test cases.
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API Virtualization

When developing in an iterative manner, changes 

to back-end systems will require days/weeks to 

complete. This makes it challenging for teams 

dependent on APIs to perform their work, 

including front-end developers, DevOps/test 

developers and other third-party developers.

A best-practice approach to eliminating these 

dependencies is to decouple the development 

of front-end and backend services. In order to 

support the integration points each team may 

require, virtualized services can act in place of 

the actual services ones for dependent teams. 

You can avoid CI/CD bottlenecks and enable parallel 

development that leverages the OpenAPI definition with 

API mock services or API virtualization. Consider using 

the following solutions to increase your team’s velocity:

| SwaggerHub enables you to autoamatically get 

a mock when you create a new API, which helps 

you test your API when designing it, before 

implementation. 

| Use ReadyAPI Virtualization to simulate endpoints 

and the logic for handling requests, as well as the 

ability to populate dynamic values and behaviors. 

Use SwaggerHub to generate Servers to expose a 

public simulated endpoint/API logic.

Test Automation Within 
Continuous Integration

A key component in continuous integration is 

the ability to verify the software being integrated 

provides both the new capability(s) and does not 

introduce regression in the existing capabilities. 

Test automation provides this capability at the 

User Interface, API and Data Store level.

| Don’t wait for the API to be developed, with 
SwaggerHub you can leverage the OpenAPI 
definition to enable developers to create Unit 
tests focused on new components 

| Have developers create TestSuites/Testcases to 
exercise the API functionality and use Assertions 
to confirm the SLA, Transport Codes, Responses 
and Headers match expected behavior in both 
the successful scenarios and failure scenarios

ReadyAPITM
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| Integration – Have those responsible for quality 
design and build end-to-end integration tests 
to validate not only a single service that may be 
changing, but also its connection as part of a 
larger ecosystem of services and dependencies

| Have DevOps create Data Driven 
TestSuites / TestCases to flood the 
system with more realistic information to 

isolate / identify data related issues

| Have DevOps execute Security scans 
to expose and pinpoint unexpected 
behavior due to malicious consumers

Test Automation Within 
Continuous Delivery 

Where continuous integration focuses on 

adding new features into the existing code base, 

continuous delivery and deployment move the 

capability up to production, or into production via 

automation. In order to control the movement of 

the capability from one environment to another, 

gating needs to be performed. Automating testing 

provides a means to introduce the gating logic.  

ReadyAPI provides a rich set of capabilities to 

perform functional, data-driven, and security test 

cases. These capabilities, coupled with complex 

assertion support, allows teams to accurately 

define complex logic to gate CI/CD pipelines.

| Have DevOps leverage ReadyAPI test 
suites and test cases that are specific to 
the environment being validated. In the 
QA environment, data-driven tests with 
appropriate assertions could be implemented. 

| In another environment, integration testing may 
be relevant and thus require using ReadyAPI to 
support invoking a series of APIs in support of 
a business process. ReadyAPI provides a simple 

way to define numerous APIs, SOAP services, 
databases and JMS endpoints that can be used 
within a test case or test suite to accurately reflect 
the real process. 

| Allow tests to execute in the same environments 
where services are running in through dynamic 
and service-based execution tools such as 
ReadyAPI Test. By reducing complexity in the 
testing infrastructure, test suites and cases can be 
executed with more frequency and less overhead, 
providing more immediate results as well as 

consolidated reporting over time.

API Professionals Agree on 
What’s Most Important 

As APIs continue to become a core focus of 

organizations, ensuring quality while also speeding 

up development is a major factor at every stage. We 

heard from thousands of API professionals from 

around the world and the data is clear; API providers 

want tools that are:

| Easy to use

| Easy to implement

| Fit into their existing systems

| Reusable

Clearly, API professionals need tools that 

enable them to do more work, faster. If that’s 

your challenge – don’t worry. At SmartBear, we 

focus on creating solutions for the entire API 

lifecycle: from designing and developing APIs to 

consuming, testing and monitoring – all with a 

focus on simplicity and reusability across stages. 

We understand teams have different definitions of 

requirements and processes; our products are built 

to integrate with a wide range of tools and platforms 

across the API ecosystem.  
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SwaggerHub + ReadyAPI DevOps 
Will Streamline Your API Workflow   

SmartBear API Lifecycle Solutions

API development has grown to be a highly collaborative 

process. That fact is validated by customers 

choosing SCM tools (Git, GitHub, Bitbucket ...) as 

the top result for tools used in API development.

Based on this and other data, we’ve engineered our 

products to integrate with the tools you use on a 

regularly basis, improving the full workflow within the 

tool. Our goal is to ensure teams not only overcome 

current challenges, but are also enabled to discover

new ways of working together and with our applications. 

Whether you are using static build servers or 

dynamic, cloud-based platforms, ReadyAPI and 

SwaggerHub provide a broad range of integrations 

to support not only SCM tools, like Git and GitHub, 

but also popular API gateways, build tools like 

Jenkins, as well as DevOps environments like Azure 

DevOps or TFS.

The SwaggerHub CLI tool enables API developers 

to create automations to optimize the CI/CD 

pipeline to accelerate software delivery with quality.  

What tools do you use to 
develop high quality APIs?
(Select all that apply)

https://swagger.io/tools/swaggerhub/faster-api-design/
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/api-functional-testing/
https://swagger.io/tools/swaggerhub/api-lifecycle/
https://smartbear.com/product/?solutions=Open%20Source
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/api-performance-testing/
https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/api-virtualization/
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Developers can use the CLI tool and SwaggerHub 

Registry API to design and implement complex 

workflows that revolve around API development 

best practices, such as:

| creating automations to pull down an API 
definition and deploy it to a developer portal

| collaborate in a code review to 
do a final standardization check 
before deploying to production

| use SwaggerHub CLI to mark deployed API 
version as published

To reinforce connectivity for teams with their 

SCM repository, Ready API includes a number 

of features including an authentication process 

called “Account Management,” that lets users 

input credentials and have them stored at the 

application level. This way they’re easily reused 

across interactions with remote providers.  

Similarly, SwaggerHub enhances connectivity with 

Git repositories, enabling developers to carry over 

SCM integrations when creating a new version of 

an API, automating the creation of version specific 

branches to prevent overwriting previous work.

At SmartBear, Quality vs. Speed Is 
a Constant Thought   

SmartBear constantly re-evaluates the way towards 

achieving the quality/speed question. We’re always 

evolving, but feel that our current solution is a sound one. 

Updated integrations in SwaggerHub & ReadyAPI drive 

a closer relationship between the two applications, 

attaining speed by maximizing reusability, and mitigating 

error through automation. If you’re trying to realign 

your team to a process that can evolve with your 

company and the industry, we’d love to discuss it.

Quality Allows Growth

Our ability to allow users to leverage these organization 

filters and flows in ReadyAPI to jumpstart testing 

reinforces the story of these two solutions working 

in parallel. It means they can more quickly bring the 

definitions they need to test/virtualize into the application. 

This also lays the foundation for us to support further 

workflow enhancements that SwaggerHub plans to make 

in the future (such as tagging/labeling of definitions).

Our goal is to allow an organization to have full visibility 

of its API lifecycle within these two tools.space.

It’s an exciting time at SmartBear. And our focus on helping you 

accelerate your API delivery & quality is stronger than ever

Trial ReadyAPI & SwaggerHub today

https://smartbear.com/product/ready-api/free-trial/?utm_medium=resource&utm_source=webinar&utm_campaign=ra_ebk_how-to-level-up-your-api-tests
https://swagger.io/tools/

